Holistic
Cybersecurity Assessment
What’s a Holistic
Cybersecurity Assessment?
Knowing your current cybersecurity resilience level is today an
essential part of your role as an IT manager, but understanding
the current level can be difficult. We help you assess your
current level and define what you need to focus on to increase
and strengthen your organization’s cybersecurity resilience.
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A Holistic Cybersecurity
Assessment will provide you with:
 Your organization’s cybersecurity resilience level.

What We Do
Truesec’s Holistic Cybersecurity Assessment is carried out by
our experienced Incident Managers and Security Architects with
hands-on experience directly from the many incidents we’ve
investigated and helped organizations manage. It focuses on
providing a comprehensive overview of your organization and
its cybersecurity capabilities at a strategic level, and helps you
determine practical measures that will increase your resilience
to cyber attacks. We call this a Holistic Assessment, since it
assesses aspects from “people, procedures, products, and
partners” and not only the technology side of IT.
The Holistic Cybersecurity Assessment is based on the NIST
cybersecurity framework, but in difference to many other
assessments, we don’t just ask you questions. We’ll help you
understand the questions and why they’re important. We also
know that most questions can’t be answered with a simple yes or
no.
That’s why we evaluate all your reasoning and answers, and only
then form our view based on your current position.

 A roadmap with both technical and organizational
recommendations to help your organization improve
its resilience to cyber attacks.
 An executive summary of findings and
recommendations.
 The possibility to track your progress.
 Internal insight into areas and processes that need to
be clarified and/or improved.
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About Us
As a global cybersecurity company, we’re proud to be at
the forefront of protecting organizations and our society
against cyber threats. Our purpose has been clear since day
one: Creating safety and sustainability in a digital world by
preventing cyber breach and minimizing impact. We never
cease to challenge and reinvent ourselves to help defend
your most valuable data assets every day.
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Our Holistic
Assesment Methodology
Based on our experience.

Our Methodology
This assessment is carried out in dialogue/interview form with
different employees/roles within your organization. The assessment
starts with a two-day workshop where we guide you through all
the questions. Our goal is to understand your organization’s actual
level for every question and based on that, help you plan the next
step from an operational, tactical, and strategic point of view.

The format also gives you the benefit of identifying many areas
where you as an organization are not in full sync. By taking your
own notes during the workshop you will, besides the official
assessment, also identify several areas and processes that need
clarity and can be improved.

What’s Included

Included

Optional

Workshop/Client Interview to Collect Information on Resilience Level
Processing of Collected Information
Creation of Executive Summary and Recommendations
Presentation of Executive Summary
Enterprise Vulnerability Scan
Security Health Check (Technical)

Begin Your Holistic
Assessment Journey

If You’re Under Attack,
Call Truesec

Start by talking to your Truesec customer contact, or any of our
experts to begin increasing your cybersecurity resilience level
today.

+46 (0) 8 10 72 00
incident@truesec.com

The Holistic Cybersecurity Assessment is offered at a fixed price.
The Holistic Cybersecurity Assessment is also known as a
“NIST Assessment”.
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